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On the onset of convective instabilities in cylindrical cavities heated
from below. II. Effect of a magnetic field
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The effect of a constant and uniform magnetic field on electrically conducting liquid-metal flow, in
cylindrical cavities heated from below, is numerically analyzed by using a spectral element method
to solve the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes and Ohm equations. The cavity is characterized by its
aspect ratio defined asA5H/D. The lateral surfaces are adiabatic and all the boundaries are
electrically insulating. The flow with a vertical magnetic field has the same symmetries as that
without a magnetic field, so that similar convective modes~m50, m51, andm52! occur, but they
are not equally stabilized. Herem is the azimuthal wave number. ForA50.5, for sufficiently large
values of the Hartmann number Ha, the modem52 becomes the critical mode in place ofm50.
The horizontal magnetic field breaks some symmetries of the flow. The axisymmetric mode
disappears giving an asymmetric modem502, i.e., a combination of them50 andm52 modes,
whereas the asymmetric modes~m51 and m52!, which were invariant by azimuthal rotation
without a magnetic field, now have two possible orientations, either parallel or perpendicular to the
applied magnetic fieldB. These five modes are differently stabilized, weakly if the axis of the rolls
is parallel to B and strongly if the axis is perpendicular. Beyond the primary thresholds, the
secondary bifurcation, found in the pure thermal case forA50.5, becomes an imperfect bifurcation
consisting of two disconnected branches. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In some material processing such as crystal growth
magnetic field is often used to control the liquid flows.
action will lead to the braking of the flow or to the dampin
of the convective instabilities. In crystal growth, the cont
of the flow in the melt will help to improve the quality of th
crystal. It is then interesting to understand more precisely
effects of a magnetic field on convective instabilities.

The effect of a constant magnetic field on the electrica
conducting liquid-metal flows in heated cavities has be
mainly studied for the lateral heating corresponding to ho
zontal Bridgman crystal growth configurations. BenHad
et al.1 and BenHadid and Henry2,3 investigated numerically
the case of parallelepipedic or cylindrical cavities. Differe
magnetic field orientations have been considered, as we
different situations in the parallelepipedic case, nam
buoyancy-driven convection, in a confined cavity or in a ca
ity with a stress-free surface at the top boundary, a
thermocapillary-driven convection in a cavity where the u
per boundary is subjected to a surface tension variation.
long cavities~horizontal length/vertical height54!, the mag-
netic damping is found to be more effective with a vertic
field, but this conclusion depends strongly on the charac
istics of the configurations: cross-section shape, driv
force, and boundary conditions. The behaviors are, in f
governed by the electric current distribution.

a!Electronic mail: touihri@mecaflu.ec-lyon.fr
2081070-6631/99/11(8)/2089/12/$15.00
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The influence of the cross-section shape on the magn
damping in the case of long horizontal cavities has be
studied analytically by Alboussie`re et al.4 It has been shown
that with electrically insulated walls, the magnetical
damped convective velocity varies as Ha22 ~Ha is the Hart-
mann number! when the cross section has an horizon
plane of symmetry, and Ha21 for nonsymmetrical shapes
When the walls are perfectly conducting, the damped vel
ity always varies as Ha22. Recently, Alboussie`re et al.5

made an asymptotic analysis, showing the effect of the s
metries and the electrically boundary conditions on the flo
of electrically conducting fluids, under a strong and possi
nonuniform magnetic field. Finally, the stability of suc
flows has been investigated by Bojarevics6 assuming the ex-
istence of a two-dimensional solution in the rectangular cr
section.

The influence of a vertical magnetic field on convecti
arising in a fluid layer heated from below has been stud
by Chandrasekhar.7 This linear analysis shows that the pr
mary thresholds vary as Ha2 and the wave numbers decrea
as Ha21/3.

A further work performed by Baumgartl and Mu¨ller8

compared three magnetohydrodynamic models of differ
complexity to calculate the effect of magnetic damping
fluid flow in a cylindrical cavity heated from below. The
showed that the first approximation~MHD1! is not able to
reproduce three-dimensional or time-dependent magnet
drodynamic phenomena. For steady-state or slowly vary
flow the second approximation~MHD2! seems to be suffi-
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ciently accurate. When the time dependence of the indu
magnetic field cannot be neglected, e.g., with turbul
flows, their most complex approximation~MHD3! should be
used. Recently Mo¨ssner9 studied the damping of the flow in
a laterally confined fluid layer heated from below, showi
the increase of the number of rolls when the magnetic fi
intensity is increased.

Our purpose in this paper is the better understanding
the action of a constant and uniform magnetic field on c
vective instabilities in cylindrical cavities heated from b
low. The pure thermal case without magnetic field has b
studied in Part I.10 In this study, all the boundaries are co
sidered to be electrically insulating and the magnetic R
nolds number is small enough to neglect the perturbation
the applied magnetic field due to the fluid flow. For bo
orientations of the magnetic field~vertical and horizontal!,
the results of stabilization are presented through stability
grams giving the evolution of the primary thresholds as
function of the aspect ratioA and the Hartmann number Ha
Beyond the primary thresholds, the study is focused on
effect of the magnetic field on the secondary bifurcat
found in the pure thermal case, forA50.5, and given in the
first part of this paper.10

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider an incompressible fluid confined in a ve
cal cylindrical cavity of aspect ratioA5H/D whereH is the
height andD is the diameter~Fig. 1!. The two ends of the
cylinder are supposed to be isothermal with the lower e
held at temperatureTh , which is greater than the temperatu
Tc of the upper end. The sidewalls are considered to be a
batic. The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian and electric
conducting. There may be a uniform magnetic fieldB0 which
generates a damping Lorentz force through the electric
rents induced by the motion across the magnetic field. All
physical properties are assumed to be constant, excep

FIG. 1. Cavity configuration with horizontal magnetic field.
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density which varies linearly with temperature in the buo
ancy term ~Boussinesq approximation!: r5r0„12b(T
2T0)…, whereb is the thermal expansion coefficient andT0

is the mean temperature:T05(Th1Tc)/2.
The governing equations for the temperatureT, pressure

p, and velocityu are the Navier–Stokes equations coupl
with the energy equation. By scaling length with the dia
eter D of the cylinder, time withD2/n, velocity with U ref

5n•Gr/D, the magnetic flux density withB0 , electric cur-
rent density withseU ref•B0 , and by introducing the dimen
sionless temperature field asu5A(T2T0)/(Th2Tc), the
equations, including the Lorentz force, can be written in th
dimensionless form as

]u

]t
52Gr~u•¹!u2¹p1¹2u1u ẑ1Ha2J3eB0 , ~1!

¹•u50, ~2!

]u

]t
52Gru•¹u1

1

Pr
¹2u, ~3!

where Gr, Ha, and Pr are the Grashof, Hartmann, and Pra
numbers defined respectively as Gr5gb(Th2Tc)D

4/Hn2,
Ha5B0D(se /rn)1/2, and Pr5n/k. We can also define the
Rayleigh number as Ra5Gr Pr. In these relations,k is the
thermal diffusivity,n the kinematic viscosity,se the electri-
cal conductivity, andeB0 the unit vector in the direction o
B0 .

The magnetic field density vectorB is set equal toB0

~the applied magnetic field! since the induced fieldb is small
for Rem!1, where Rem is the magnetic Reynolds numbe
The dimensionless electric current densityJ is given by
Ohm’s law for a moving fluid:

J5E1u3eB0 , ~4!

whereE is the electric field normalized byU refB0D. Since
Rem!1, the unsteady induced fieldb is negligible and the
electric field can be written as the gradient of an elec
potential (E52¹Fe). The conservation of the electric cu
rent density gives

¹•J50, ~5!

which, combined with~4!, leads to

¹2Fe5¹•~u3eB0!. ~6!

Concerning the boundary conditions, the velocity is ze
~no slip boundary condition! along the boundaries~z50, z
5H, and r 5R, where R5D/2!. The temperature is pre
scribed at the top (Tc) and at the bottom (Th), whereas the
normal heat flux is zero along the lateral wall (r 5R). For
the electric current densityJ, the normal flux is also zero
along all the boundaries. Therefore, in their dimensionl
form, the boundary conditions can be written as follows:

at r5
1

2
, u5v5w5Jr50,

]u

]r
50, ~7!

at z50, u5v5w5Jz50, u5A/2, ~8!

at z5A, u5v5w5Jz50, u52A/2. ~9!
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2091Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 1999 Onset of convective instabilities. II.
Solving the above system foru50, we get the temperatur
profile of the static solutionu(z)5(A/22z), which corre-
sponds to the diffusive regime.

III. NUMERICAL METHODS

The numerical methods presented in this section
given with more details in the first part of this paper.10 To
solve the governing equations we use two different metho
the direct numerical simulation with time stepping, and Ne
ton’s method. For the time discretization, at each time s
we first treat the nonlinear terms, then the pressure term,
finally the linear terms.11 For the spatial discretization,
multidomain pseudo-spectral method is applied to appro
mate the solutionU(u,p,T) by its value at some Legendre
Gauss–Lobatto collocation points.12,13 To construct bifurca-
tion diagrams giving the nonlinear evolution of th
convection beyond its onset, we use a continuation met
combined with Newton’s solver.14 This method is extended
to the direct computation of the primary thresholds, as i
done in Ref. 15. To check the stability of the solutions,
need to calculate the most important modes of the full Ja
bian of the governing equations; for this we use Arnold
method.16

To study the effect of the mesh on the numerical ac
racy, we present in Table I, for the vertical magnetic fie
and Ha525, the primary thresholds Rac corresponding to the
critical modes~m50 for A50.5 andm51 for A51! for
different meshes. ForA50.5, when the grid is refined from

FIG. 2. Effect of the vertical magnetic field on the onset of convection
A50.5. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the
modesm50, m51, andm52, as a function of the Hartmann number, H

TABLE I. Tests of numerical accuracy for the case with vertical magne
field. Primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the critical modes~m50 for
A50.5 andm51 for A51! for Ha525(nx115ny1159).

nz11 A50.5(m50) A51(m51)

9 79 191 ¯

11 82 601 9464
13 83 153 10 652
15 ¯ 10 767
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939311 to 939313 mesh points per element~respectively
for the x, y, and z directions!, the variation of Rac(m50) is
about 0.66%. ForA51, the increase of the mesh points p
element from 939313 to 939315 implies a variation of
1.02% for Rac(m51) . Therefore, for the results presented
this paper, we use 939313 mesh points per element forA
50.5 and 939315 mesh points per element forA51.

IV. RESULTS

A. Vertical magnetic field

1. Effect on the onset of convection

The use of the vertical magnetic field keeps the sa
symmetries as in the pure thermal case. So, similarly,
solutions are obtained for the modem50 ~with opposite
senses of rotation!, and an infinite number of solutions, de
duced by azimuthal rotation, for the asymmetric modesm
51 andm52. To show the effect of the vertical magnet
field on the onset of convection, we present in Figs. 2 an

r

FIG. 3. Effect of the vertical magnetic field on the onset of convection
A51. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the mode
m50, m51, andm52, as a function of the Hartmann number, Ha.

FIG. 4. Influence of the vertical magnetic field on the order of appearanc
the modes. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the
modesm50 andm51 for Ha50, 20, and 30, as a function of the aspe
ratio, A.

c
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2092 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 1999 Touihri, Ben Hadid, and Henry
the evolution of the primary thresholds as a function of
Hartmann number Ha for respectivelyA50.5 and A51.
These stability curves show that all the modes are stabil
by the vertical magnetic field. However, they are not equa
stabilized, the modem52 being the less stabilized mode. A
important consequence is that forA50.5 convection sets in
with the modem52 beyond Ha524. The evolution of the
primary thresholds as a function of the aspect ratioA is given
in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for the modesm50 andm
51 and for the modesm50 and m52. We see that the
critical aspect ratio at which the intersection occurs betw
the modesm50 and m51 increases with Ha~Fig. 4!,
whereas the critical aspect ratio corresponding to the in
section between the modesm50 andm52 decreases with
Ha ~Fig. 5!. We can therefore conclude that the vertical ma

FIG. 5. Influence of the vertical magnetic field on the order of appearanc
the modes. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the
modesm50 andm52 for Ha50, 20, and 30, as a function of the aspe
ratio, A.
Downloaded 09 Sep 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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netic field stabilizes the modem50 less than the modem
51, and more than the modem52, and that the range ofA
for which the critical mode ism52 increases with Ha.

To analyze the effect of the vertical magnetic field on t
flow, we show in Fig. 6 the isovalues ofu ~a! andw ~b! in the
vertical symmetry planePVS, for the critical modem51

of

FIG. 6. Effect of the vertical magnetic field on the structure of the flow.~a!
Iso-u in the vertical symmetry planePVS showing the evolution ofdH . ~b!
Iso-w in the same plane showing the evolution ofd i ~critical modesm51
for A51!.
FIG. 7. Effect of the vertical magnetic field on the structure of the flow.~a! Profiles ofu on the axis of the cylindrical cavity.~b! Profiles ofw on the horizontal
axis given by the intersection of the planesPH andPVS ~critical modesm51 for A51!.
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2093Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 1999 Onset of convective instabilities. II.
(A51) at Ha50, 15, and 30. The evolution of the Hartman
layers~along the horizontal boundaries! can be observed in
Fig. 6~a! and the evolution of the parallel layers~along the
vertical boundaries! in Fig. 6~b!. According to these figures
the thickness of both layers, respectivelydH and d i , de-
creases when Ha is increased, but the evolution of the H
mann layer is quicker. A better estimation of the evolution
dH andd i can be obtained from Fig. 7 where are given,
Ha50, 15, and 30, the profiles ofu on the axis of the cavity
andw on the horizontal axis at the intersection betweenPH

andPVS planes. The values ofdH andd i , measured on thes
profiles as the distance between the boundaries and res
tively the maximum ofu and w, are given in Table II. As
expected, the decrease ofdH for increasing Ha is stronge
than that ofd i . However, these variations are not yet in t
asymptotic regime where, according to the literature,17 dH

andd i vary as Ha21 and Ha21/2, respectively.

2. Effect on the secondary bifurcation

For A50.5, we obtain the same secondary bifurcation
in the pure thermal case, namely a transition from the a
symmetric modem50 to an asymmetric modem502 trig-
gered by am52 perturbation. The effect of the vertical ma
netic field on this secondary bifurcation is shown in Fig. 8
the evolution of the secondary threshold Rac2 as a function
of the Hartmann number Ha, for Pr51. On the same plot, we
also give the evolution of the primary thresholds correspo

FIG. 8. Effect of the vertical magnetic field on the secondary bifurcation
A50.5 and Pr51. Evolution of the secondary threshold Rac2 , and the pri-
mary thresholds corresponding to the modesm50 andm52, as a function
of the Hartmann number, Ha.

TABLE II. Values ofdH andd i for Ha50, 15, and 30, for the critical mode
m51 with vertical magnetic field (A51).

Ha dH d i

0 0.177 0.237
15 0.145 0.207
30 0.107 0.188
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ing to the modesm50 and m52 ~denoted Rac(m50) and
Rac(m52) , respectively!. It can observed that the differenc
(Rac22Rac(m50)) decreases with the increase of Ha, ind
cating that the vertical magnetic field is unfavorable to t
axisymmetric flow. We also notice that the primary bifurc
tions Rac(m50) and Rac(m52) intersect with the secondar
bifurcation Rac2 at Ha524. It is a classical result that sec
ondary bifurcations can appear or disappear at the inter
tion of primary bifurcations.18 Beyond this intersection, the
emerging flow is expected to be am52 mode.

B. Horizontal magnetic field

The use of the horizontal magnetic field changes
symmetries of the physical situation. Only three reflectio
are kept: a reflection with respect to the horizontal midpla
PH ~up–down symmetry!, and two reflections with respect t

r

FIG. 9. Effect of the horizontal magnetic field on the onset of convection
A50.5. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the mos
important modes, as a function of the Hartmann number, Ha~the plots of
iso-w in the planePH are given with respect to the order of appearance
the corresponding modes!.

FIG. 10. Effect of the horizontal magnetic field on the onset of convect
for A51. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the
most important modes, as a function of the Hartmann number, Ha~the plots
of iso-w in the planePH are given with respect to the order of appearance
the corresponding modes!.
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2094 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 1999 Touihri, Ben Hadid, and Henry
vertical midplanes, the plane parallel to the direction of
magnetic fieldPi , and the plane orthogonal to this directio
P' . The symmetry group of the static solution, which w
O~2!3Z~2! in the pure thermal case, is the
Z~2!3Z~2!3Z~2!.19 Because the onset of convection brea
the up–down symmetry, all the primary bifurcations will b
pitchfork bifurcations.

1. Effect on the onset of convection

The effect of the horizontal magnetic field on the on
of convection is given in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively,
A50.5 andA51, by the evolution of the primary threshold
~critical number Rac! as a function of the Hartmann numb
Ha. The corresponding eigenvectors are shown through
tour plots of the vertical velocityw in the planePH . For
Ha50, the results are those of the pure thermal case: foA
50.5, convection sets in with the axisymmetric modem
50) followed by the modesm52 and m51, and for A
51, convection sets in with the modem51 followed by the
modesm52 andm50. All the primary thresholds increas
with the Hartmann number, confirming the phenomenon
stabilization of the convection by the application of the ma
netic field.

When the horizontal magnetic field is applied the a
symmetric mode disappears because the azimuthal in
ance is no longer valid. This mode is transformed into a n
oriented mode consisting of two counter-rotating rolls a
identified asm502. We notice that, forA50.5, the new
mode has the axis of the rolls parallel toB, and the mode
will be called ‘‘m502i , ’’ whereas forA51, the axis of the
rolls is orthogonal toB and the mode will be called ‘‘m
502' . ’’ Concerning the modesm52 andm51, they were
multiply defined for Ha50. When the horizontal magneti
field is applied, the stabilization of the modem51 gives two
modes,m51i andm51' . For the modem52, the stabili-
zation also gives two modes:m52 and m502' for A
50.5, andm502i and m52 for A51. All these modes
evolve with increasing Ha: the main effects which can
observed in Figs. 9 and 10 are the creation of Hartmann
parallel layers along the lateral boundary, respectively
thogonal and parallel toB, and the lengthening in the direc
tion of B of the rolls with axis parallel toB.

The intersections between the curves show that the o
of appearance of these five modes changes when Ha i
creased~the contour plots of the vertical velocityw in the
planePH , for the corresponding eigenvectors, are given w
respect to this order!. As a general rule, these modes a
strongly stabilized if the axis of the rolls is perpendicular
B, and weakly if the axis is parallel toB. Thus, convection
sets in with the ‘‘parallel’’ modes, the modem502i for A
50.5 and the modem51i for A51. These results are co
herent with the phenomenon of two-dimensional turbule
observed in turbulent flows under magnetic field.17

To study the effect of the horizontal magnetic field
the transition of critical mode when changing the aspect
tio, we give in Fig. 11 the evolution of the primary thres
olds corresponding to these critical modes, for Ha50 and
Ha530, as a function of the aspect ratioA. This figure shows
Downloaded 09 Sep 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that the transition of critical mode occurs at the same criti
value as in the pure thermal case,Ac50.55. This result
seems to indicate that both modes, which are ‘‘paralle
modes, are quite similarly stabilized.

For a better understanding of the change of stabilizat
of the axisymmetric mode, fromm502i for A50.5 to m
502' for A51, we present in Fig. 12 the evolution withA of
the primary thresholds corresponding to the modesm50 and
m52 for the pure thermal case, andm502i , m52 andm
502' for Ha510. For Ha50, an intersection occurs be
tween the two curves atA50.63. When the horizontal mag
netic field is applied, this intersection disappears. This co
be related to the fact that the new solutionsm502i and m
502' have the same symmetries.20 For A,0.63, where the
modem50 is more unstable thanm52 in the pure thermal
case, the stabilization givesm502i ~the less stabilized
mode! for the modem50, andm52 andm502' for the
modem52. On the contrary, forA.0.63 the stabilization
gives m502' ~the most stabilized mode! for the modem

FIG. 11. Influence of the horizontal magnetic field on the transition of
emerging flow structure~given by the critical mode! when varying the as-
pect ratio,A. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to the
modesm50 andm51 for Ha50, andm502i andm51i for Ha530, as a
function of A.

FIG. 12. Stabilization of the modesm50 and m52 by the horizontal
magnetic field. Evolution of the primary thresholds Rac , corresponding to
the modesm50 andm52 for Ha50, and the modesm502i , m52, and
m502' for Ha510, as a function of the aspect ratio,A.
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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50, andm502i and m52 for the modem52. It is then
found that the modesm50 andm52 have to be considere
as a whole, and that under horizontal magnetic field th
give three modes~m502i , m52, and m502' ,! the less
stabilized being always the ‘‘parallel’’ mode (m502i) and
the most stabilized the ‘‘orthogonal’’ mode (m502').

2. Effect on the secondary bifurcation

For A50.5, without magnetic field, the axisymmetr
mode loses its stability at a secondary bifurcation and
new three-dimensional stable solution is identified as anm
502 mode. Because of the invariance with azimuthal ro
tion of our situation, beyond Rac2 , the critical Rayleigh
number corresponding to this transition, an infinite num
of such solutions are obtained~circular pitchfork bifurca-
tion!. Nevertheless, to make the comparison with the cas
the horizontal magnetic field easier, we present in Fig.
this secondary bifurcation, for Ha50 and Pr51, with only
two branches of solutions corresponding to the modesm
502i andm502' .

When the horizontal magnetic field is applied, the stru
ture of the emerging flow~from diffusive state! corresponds
to the modem502i . In terms of symmetries, the magnet
field breaks the symmetries broken by the secondary bi
cation in the pure thermal case. Thus, the secondary bifu
tion disappears, and, as shown in Fig. 14, two disconne
branches are obtained, the signature of an imperfect bifu
tion. The first branch, which is stable, is the continuation
the emerging flow and corresponds then to the modem
502i . The second branch, which appears at a saddle p
characterized by a critical Rayleigh number Rac28 and which
corresponds to the modem502' , can be considered as th
connection of two parts. The first part@m502'(1)# results
from the stabilization of the unstable axisymmetric soluti
and is two time unstable. The second part@m502'(2)# re-
sults from the stabilization of the stablem502' branch and
is one time unstable. In Fig. 15, we give the evolution of t
imperfect bifurcation for increasing Ha~Ha50.5, 1, 2, and
3!. The projection used in these bifurcation diagrams is d

FIG. 13. Bifurcation diagram for the pure thermal case (Ha50). Evolution
of the vertical velocityw at a fixed point as a function of Ra, forA50.5 and
Pr51 ~nl i5number of unstable eigenvalues!.
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ferent from that used in Figs. 13 and 14. This figure sho
that Rac28 increases with Ha, and that the original shape
the perfect bifurcation is quite quickly lost.

3. Theoretical analysis

The aim of this section is to present a theoretical mo
which can explain the imperfect bifurcation obtained w
the horizontal magnetic field. The perfect symmetr
breaking bifurcation obtained in the pure thermal case co
sponds to a circular pitchfork bifurcation~which will be first
detailed!, and the imperfection~due to the horizontal mag
netic field! is introduced as a small constant parametere. The
model is then given by the following algebraic equation:

dS

dt
5mS2uSu2S1e, ~10!

whereS, the solution, is assumed to be complex andm is the
continuation parameter. ReplacingS by Reif in Eq. ~10!
leads to

dR

dt
5mR2R31e cosF,

~11!
dF

dt
52e

sinF

R
.

The steady solutions of this system are given by

F050, mR2R31e50,
~12!

F05p, mR2R32e50.

a) Circular-pitchfork bifurcation (pure thermal case)
For e50, the solutions are independent ofF and given by

mR2R350. ~13!

They correspond to the trivial solution (R50) and to circles
of equivalent solutions (R5Am). The diagram in Fig. 16~a!
gives the evolution ofR versusm for e50 ~view in the cross
section atF50 or F5p!. This diagram shows that th

FIG. 14. Bifurcation diagram with horizontal magnetic field (Ha51). Evo-
lution of the vertical velocityw at a fixed point as a function of Ra, forA
50.5 and Pr51 ~nl i5number of unstable eigenvalues!.
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FIG. 15. Effect of the Hartmann number Ha on the imperfect secondary bifurcation forA50.5 and Pr51. Evolution of the vertical velocityw at a fixed point
as a function of Ra.~a! Ha50.5, ~b! Ha51, ~c! Ha52, and~d! Ha53. ~Note that this figure presentsw at a different point in the flow from that used in Fig
14 and the scale for Ra is different.!
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nontrivial solutions are obtained above the critical valuem
50. The phase diagram, presented in Fig. 16~b!, shows the
circle of stable solutions~attractors! for m55. These solu-
tions correspond to the solutionsm502 of the pure therma
case. The trivial solution at the center of the circle, wh
corresponds to the solutionm50 of the pure thermal case, i
repulsive in two perpendicular directions, and thus is t
time unstable. The attraction to the circle of stable solutio
occurs in the radial direction and is independent of the a
muthal directionF which is a neutral direction@dF/dt50
obtained from~11!#.

b) Imperfect bifurcation (case with horizontal magne
field).The bifurcation diagram given in Fig. 17~a! is obtained
for e53. The imperfection introduced in the system has
effect of suppressing the invariance withF and creating a
disconnected branch of solutions. This disconnected bra
will exist above a critical valuemc which depends one(mc
Downloaded 09 Sep 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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5e2/3). The characteristics of the three solutions obtained
m.mc can be described from the phase diagram given,
m55, in Fig. 17~b!. On this diagram, the circle represents t
points with dR/dt50. The first solution at the top of the
circle (F50) is part of the main stable branch whic
evolves smoothly, and corresponds to the modem502i in
our problem. This solution is attractive in bothR and F
directions. The second solution inside the circle~F5p,
small R! comes from the trivial state of the perfect case a
corresponds to the solutionm502'(1) in our problem. This
solution is repulsive in theR and F directions, and is thus
two time unstable. The third solution at the bottom of t
circle (F5p) corresponds to the solutionm502'(2) in our
problem. This solution is also unstable as it is still attract
in the R direction, but repulsive in theF direction. We can
see on the phase diagram that there is a global phase
along the circle from the unstable solution at the bottom
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 16. Theoretical model for the circular-pitchfork-bifurcation.~a! Bifurcation diagram giving the evolution ofR versusm, for e50. ~b! Phase diagram
for m55.
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the circle to the stable solution at the top. This will corr
spond in our problem to a shift in the azimuthal directi
which will globally rotate them502 modes towards the onl
stable solution, them502i mode. The phase shift along th
circle is slow compared to the attraction along the rad
direction. This gives for the two~stable and unstable! solu-
tions on the circle, small~respectively negative and positive!
eigenvalues connected to the phase shift, and larger~nega-
tive! eigenvalues connected to the radial attraction. We h
checked that this observation also applies to the two s
tions m502i andm502'(2) of our problem.
Downloaded 09 Sep 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C. Analysis of the induced current

For a better understanding of the influence of the m
netic field on the flow, we analyze the induced current wh
can be written as

J5se~u3B2¹Fe!. ~14!

The first contribution,J15se(u3B), called the direct in-
duced current, results from the interaction between the fl
of the electro-conducting fluid and the magnetic fieldB. The
second contribution,J252se¹Fe , results from the electric
FIG. 17. Theoretical model for the imperfect bifurcation.~a! Bifurcation diagram giving the evolution ofR versusm, for e53. ~b! Phase diagram form55.
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potential fieldFe . Some general rules can be first given:J1

is first created by the motion of the fluid. IfJ1 is not con-
served@div(J1)Þ0#, electric charges driven byJ1 accumu-
late in some parts of the flow creating a global electric p
tential field Fe . This electric potential generatesJ2 which
then allows the global electric currentJ to be conserved.J2

generally opposesJ1 in the zones whereJ1 is strong, thus
diminishing the braking effect. But in the zones whereJ1 is
small, as it insures the conservation of the current,J2 will
also very often create current loops, particularly for elec
cally insulating walls where the conservation of the curr
has to occur inside the fluid. For such electrically insulat
walls, the electric potentialFe is then expected to play
greater role than for electrically conducting walls where
current can flow inside the walls, and so the braking of
flow should be weaker.

To illustrate the roles assumed by these two contri
tions, we show some examples of current circulation
critical modes obtained with vertical or horizontal magne
field in Figs. 18 and 19.

We first present the axisymmetric mode (m50) for A
50.5 with vertical magnetic field (Ha510) ~Fig. 18!. Using
the axisymmetry of the flow, we can expressJ1 as

J15se~urer1uzez!3Bez52seurBef , ~15!

which gives

div ~J1!52se

B

r

]ur

]f
50. ~16!

Thus, for this case, the conservation of the induced cur
occurs naturally without need forJ2 and the electric potentia
Fe has no effect on the flow. The induced current cor
sponding then toJ1 is purely azimuthal@Fig. 18~b!#.

In Fig. 19 we now present two cases with horizon
magnetic field corresponding to the critical modesm51i for
A51 and m502i for A50.5. For the modem51i , Fig.
19~a! shows that the flow goes up in the right-half part a
down in the left-half part. This implies that in thePH plane,
J1 is along thex direction, flowing from the lateral bound
aries towards the center, which creates a positive elec
potential difference between the center and the bounda
@Fig. 19~b!#. J2 is a consequence of this electric potenti
opposingJ1 in the zones whereJ1 was strong~middle part of

FIG. 18. Analysis of the induced current for the vertical magnetic fie
Iso-w ~a!, and induced electric currentJ ~b! in the planePH , for the critical
modem50 ~A50.5 and Ha510!.
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the cavity along thex direction!, and driving the current
within four loops which insure the global conservation of t
current@Fig. 19~c!#. Components of current parallel toB are
then created in the middle part of the cavity along they
direction, on which the magnetic fieldB will have no effect.
The modem502i presented in Fig. 19 can be considered
the juxtaposition of two counter-rotating rolls quite similar
the m51i roll. The main electric properties can then be d
duced from the previous case. The electric potential has
maxima, each of them centered on the axis of one of the r
@see the view in thePH plane in Fig. 19~b!#, and the global
electric current in thePH plane presents six loops of curre
@Fig. 19~c!#, which corresponds to the juxtaposition of tw
times the four loops of them51i mode, the co-rotating cen
tral loops having merged.

Concerning the symmetry properties of the induced el
tric currentJ, they are imposed byJ1 ~as J2 adapts toJ1!,
and can then be easily deduced from the symmetries of
velocity fieldu. It is found that the symmetry properties ofu
with respect to planes parallel toB are changed forJ ~sym-
metry of u gives antisymmetry forJ, and vice versa!,
whereas the symmetry properties with respect to planes
thogonal to B are preserved.21 These properties can b
checked by comparing Figs. 18~a! and 18~b! and Figs. 19~a!
and 19~c!.

D. Energetic analysis

We want to analyze the stabilization of the flow und
magnetic field by energetic considerations. We first der
some relations concerning the electric energy. The indu
electric current can be expressed as

J

se
5E1u3B. ~17!

.

FIG. 19. Analysis of the induced current for the horizontal magnetic fie
Iso-w ~a!, iso-Fe ~b!, and induced electric currentJ ~c! in the planePH , for
the critical modes at Ha510: m51i for A51 ~top! and m502i for A
50.5 ~bottom!.
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If we multiply this relation byJ and integrate over the liquid
volumeV, we obtain

E
V

J•E dV5E
V

J2

se
dV1E

V
u•~J3B! dV, ~18!

which can be written as

Pe5Pj1Pm . ~19!

This relation means that the electric power in the systemPe

is the sum of the power dissipated by the Joule effectPj and
the power developed by the Lorentz forcePm . ReplacingE
by 2¹Fe , we can expressPe as

Pe52E
V

J•¹Fe dV

52E
V

¹•~FeJ! dV1E
V

Fe~¹•J! dV. ~20!

These two terms are equal to zero, the first term becaus
the boundaries are electrically insulating, and the sec
term because of the continuity equation for the electric c
rent. Thus, the electric power in the systemPe is equal to
zero, and asPj is positive,Pm will be negative@see Eq.
~19!#. Energetically, the stabilization of the flow by the ma
netic field can be explained by the fact that the power de
oped by the Lorentz force is added to the viscous dissipa
to counterbalance the buoyancy term. To make this p
clearer, we will do the same energetic analysis at the prim
thresholds as in the pure thermal case.10 The equation of
kinetic energy can be written as

I v1I b1I d1I m5I k . ~21!

Here,I v , I b , I d , andI k ~respectively production by the bas
flow, production by buoyancy, dissipation, and rate
change of kinetic energy! have the same meaning as in t
pure thermal case,10 and I m is an additional term due to th
Lorentz force and defined as

I m52Ha2E
V

J2

se
dV. ~22!

At the steady primary thresholds,I v50 ~static base state!
andI k50. By changing the velocity scale tok/D, this equa-
tion can be written as

RacI b81I d81I m8 50 ~23!

or

Rac5
2I d8

I b8
1

2I m8

I b8
. ~24!

This relation means that the critical Rayleigh is the sum
two positive terms, the first term due to the viscous dissi
tion, Racd , and the second term due to the power of t
Lorentz force, Racm . It is found that when a magnetic fiel
is applied, the Racd contribution can be changed~positively
or negatively! due to the evolution of the flow structure, b
the main effect comes from the new Lorentz contributio
Racm , which increases quickly with Ha. In Fig. 20, w
present the evolution of Racm /Rac ~in %! versus Ha, for the
Downloaded 09 Sep 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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horizontal magnetic field and the modesm502i , m502' ,
and m52. Comparing the contribution of Racm for these
three modes, it is found that this term is the most import
for the strongly stabilized modem502' and less important
for the weakly stabilized modem502i . The energetic analy-
sis of the stabilization of the modesm50 andm52 for a
vertical magnetic field (A50.5) shows a different behavior
In this case, the Lorentz contribution is strong for bo
modes, but larger form52 compared tom50, which would
indicate a larger stabilization of this mode. In fact, the glob
stabilization effect is stronger for the modem50, which
allows the modem52 to become the critical mode beyon
Ha524 ~Fig. 2!. This is due to the variations of the viscou
contribution, Racd : these variations are slightly positive fo
the modem50, giving a slight additional stabilization effec
but they are strongly negative for the modem52 and con-
tribute to a decrease of the global stabilization effect.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the effects of a const
and uniform magnetic field on the convection in a cylindric
cavity heated from below. A vertical magnetic field does n
change the symmetries which occur in the pure thermal c
Similar convective modes are then obtained, but they are
equally stabilized, so that the modem52 becomes a critica
mode in the intermediate range of aspect ratio~aroundA
50.55! for sufficiently large Hartmann number Ha. ForA
50.5, the same secondary bifurcation as in the pure ther
case occurs~from m50 to m502!, but the corresponding
threshold increases with Ha.

The use of a horizontal magnetic field reduces the nu
ber of symmetries of the system. The axisymmetric mo
disappears, giving an asymmetric modem502 whereas the
other modes~m52 andm51! which were multiply defined
~to within a rotation! have now two possible orientation
well defined with respect to the applied magnetic fieldB.
The three original modes~m50, m51, andm52! give then
five modes: twom51 modes~m51i and m51'!, two m
502 modes~m502i and m502'!, and onem52 mode.
These modes are differently stabilized, weakly if the axis

FIG. 20. Evolution of the contribution Racm /Rac ~in %! versus Ha, for the
horizontal magnetic field and the three modesm502' , m52, and m
502i .
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the rolls is parallel toB and strongly if the axis is perpen
dicular. ForA50.5, convection sets in with am502i mode.
The secondary bifurcation then disappears and is replace
an imperfect bifurcation which we have characterized a
modeled.

At last, the effect of stabilization by magnetic field h
been interpreted in terms of induced electric current and
energetic considerations.

We conclude this article by a comparison between
stabilizations obtained by vertical and horizontal magne
fields. As can be seen in Fig. 21 where the critical thresho
are given as a function of the aspect ratio at Ha50 and Ha
520 for both magnetic field orientations, the stabilization
much stronger with a vertical magnetic field. This fact can
connected to the symmetry properties mentioned in the
vious sections. The vertical magnetic field can efficiently
on the different modes because the roll axes are perpend
lar to the applied field for every mode. For the horizon
magnetic field, only two orientations of the modes are ke
In fact, one of these situations, which corresponds to r
with axes parallel to the applied field and will appear as
critical state, is weakly stabilized, leading then to a po
stabilization by horizontal magnetic field.
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FIG. 21. Comparison of the stabilization by horizontal and vertical magn
field. Evolution of the critical primary thresholds as a function of the asp
ratio A, at Ha50 and Ha520 for both magnetic field orientations.
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